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QUESTION 1

Which action must be performed on the orchestration process user interface to activate an orchestration process after
the order orchestration configurations are completed? 

A. Download the generated orchestration process. 

B. Validate the orchestration process. 

C. Release the orchestration process. 

D. Release and deploy the orchestration process. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13-update17d/faiom/setting- uporchestration-
processes.html#FAIOM1702198 

 

QUESTION 2

A global Power Systems manufacturer sells Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) products through its online portal. To
gain competitive advantage, the manufacturer wants to enhance the ability of buyers to select a desired configuration of
the high-end UPS models through guided selling options on its online selling portal. The company\\'s product
development team has finalized the enhancements, and needs your help to get them implemented on their online selling
portal that is supported by Oracle Cloud Configurator. 

What four actions would you take in Oracle Cloud Configurator to enhance a buyer\\'s experience? (Choose four.) 

A. You can allow buyers to raise requests if an expected product functionality is not offered. 

B. You can create enhancements to the model structure that supplements the imported configurable structure of a
model item. 

C. You can create rules that will guide users in creating a valid model. 

D. You can create user interfaces that will be dynamically presented to users based on the options chosen in the
Configurator model. 

E. You can test the behavior of the configured model anytime when you are editing it. 

F. You can enable a checkout option for a model when a valid configuration is finalized. 

G. You can display product reviews of customers who have purchased the same configuration earlier. 

Correct Answer: BDFG 

 

QUESTION 3

The customer service representative in your company has received a request from a customer for appending additional
quantity to an original sales order that has already been released to the warehouse. The sales order quantity revision
has resulted in a new shipment line with the statue "Ready to Release." 
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What action would you take to ship the new line by merging it with the original shipment? 

A. Run the process Create Shipments with the parameter Append Shipment set to Yes. 

B. Perform Pick Release by selecting the Append Shipment check box. 

C. Manually append the new line to the shipment. 

D. Run the process Create Shipments with the parameter Create Shipment set to Yes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify three ongoing maintenance tasks that a user is required to execute from the Order Management Work Area
after the Order Management Implementation is completed. (Choose three.) 

A. Manage Fulfillment Line Exceptions 

B. Manage Order in Errors 

C. Manage Order Orchestration Messages 

D. Manage Source Systems 

E. Manage Orchestration Statuses 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer wants to include externally managed manufacturing supplies in Global Order Promising results. What are
the four steps that you perform to meet this requirement? 

A. Ensure that the organizations in your external systems are modeled in Oracle SCM Cloud as item organizations. 

B. Enable each external system as a collection source by using the Manage Planning Source Systems page. 

C. In the Planning CentraOvork area, select the Collect Planning Data task to complete the process of uploading your
data. 

D. Load all of the data you require from your external system by using standard file uploads. 

E. In the Planning Central work area, select the "Load Planning Data from Flat Files" task to complete the process of
uploading your data. 

Correct Answer: B 
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